
Abstract 1. 

P- Leakage current has become a stringent constraint in modem pro- 
cessor designs in addition to traditional constraints on frequency. Since 
leakage current exhibits a strong inverse correlation with circuit delay, 
effective parametric yield prediction must consider the dependence of 
leakage current on frequency. In this paper, we present a new chip-level 
statistical method to estimate the total leakage current in the presence 
of within-die and die-to-die variability. We develop a closed-form 
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oxide thickness in a IOOnm BPTM process technology [:4]. Hence, con- 
siderable variability in chip level leakage current is expected and med. 
sured variations as high as 20X have been reported in the literature [j]. 

In current designs, the yield of a lot is typically calculated by chu- 
acterizing the chips according to their operating frequency. The subsets 
of dies that do not meet the required performance constraint are 
rejected, making this aspect of the design process very important from 
a commercial point of view. However, it has been observed [SI that 

of within-die variability. Using this model, we then present an inte- 
grated approach to accurately estimate the yield loss when both fre- 
quency and power limits are imposed on a design. Our method 
demonstrates the importance of considering both these limiters in cal- 
culating the yield of a lot. 
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1 Introduction 
Continued scaling of device dimensions combined with shrinking 

threshold voltages has enabled designers to produce integrated circuits 
(ICs) that contain hundreds of millions of devices. However, this has 
also resulted in an exponential rise of IC power dissipation. This 
increase is substantially due to leakage which is emerging as a signifi- 
cant portion of the total power consumption. It is estimated that the 
subthreshold leakage power will account for 50% of the total power for 
portable applications developed for the 65nm technology node [I]. In 
future technologies, aggressive scaling of the oxide thickness will lead 
to significant gate oxide tunneling current, further aggravating the leak- 
age problem. Across successive technology generations, subthreshold 
leakage increases by ahout 5X [2] while gate leakage can increase by 
as much as 30X. 

At the same time, the increased presence of parameter variability in 
modem designs has accentuated the need to consider the impact of sm- 
tistical leakage current variations during the design process. For * 10% 
variation in the effective channel length of a transistor, there can he up 
to a 3X difference in the amount of subthreshold leakage current [3]. 
Gate leakage current exhibits an even greater sensitivity to process 
variations, showing a 15X difference in current for a 10% variation in 
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among the "goos' chips that meet the performance constraint, a sub- 
stantial fraction dissipate very large amounts of leakage power and thus 
are unsuitable for commercial usage. This is due to the inverse correla- 
tion between circuit delay and leakage current. Devices with channel 
lengths smaller than the nominal value have reduced delay while at the 
same time incumng vastly increased leakage current resulting in higher 
leakage dissipation for chips with high operating frequencies. 

This inverse comelation is illustrated in Figure I ,  which shows the 
distribution of chip performance and leakage based on silicon measure- 
ments over a large number of samples of a high-end processor design 
[5]. Both the mean and variance of the leakage distribution increase 
significantly for chips with higher frequencies. This trend is particu- 
larly troubling since it substantially reduces the yield of designs that 
are both performance and leakage constrained. Hence, there is a need 
for accurate leakage yield prediction methods that model this depen- 
dency. 

Several statistical methods have been suggested to estimate the full 
chip leakage current. In [6], the authors consider within-die threshold 
voltage variability to estimate the full chip subthreshold leakage cur- 
rent. A compact current model is used in [7] to estimate the total leak- 
age current. In [XI, the authors present analytical equations to model 
subthreshold leakage as a function of the channel length of the transis- 
tor. A moment-based approximation approach is used to estimate the 
mean and variance of leakage current in [9] and [3]. However, none of 
these methods provide exact mathematical equations to express the 
chip leakage and furthermore, they do not consider the dependence of 
leakage on frequency. 

In this paper we develop a complete stochastic model for leakage 
current that includes the effects from multiple sources of variability 
and captures the dependence of the leakage current distribution on 
operating frequency. We consider the contribution from both inter- and 
intra-die process variations and model total leakage as consisting of 
both subthreshold and gate oxide m e l i n g  leakage. The within-die 
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component of variability is modeled using a scaling factor. We derive a 
closed-form expression for the total leakage as a function of all rele- 
vant process parameters. We also present an analytical equation to 
quantify the yield loss when a power limit is imposed. This method 
precludes the need to use circuit simulation to characterize the leakage 
current of a chip and enables the designer to budget for yield loss 
before the chip is sent to production. The proposed analytical expres- 
sion is then compared with Monte-Carlo simulation using SPICE simu- 
lation of a large circuit block to demonstrate its accuracy. Finally, we 
construct yield cuwes to accurately estimate the number of chips that 
satisfy both power and frequency constraints. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we 
present the model for full chip total leakage. The models for subthresh- 
old and gate leakages are presented separately. In Section 3 we derive 
analytical equations to describe the yield prediction of a lot based on 
our leakage model. In Section 4 we present results and in Section 5 we 
conclude the paper. 

2 Full Chip Leakage Model 
In this section we present an analytical model to determine the total 

leakage current of a chip. We model the leakage current as a function of 
different process parameters. First, we note that the total leakage is a 
sum of the subthreshold and gate leakages: 

'm = ' s u b + $ d e  (EQ 1) 
Recently, it has been noted that other types of leakage current, such as 
Band-to-Band Tunneling (BTBT), may become prominent in future 
process technologies [7 ] .  Although we do not model this type of leak- 
age in this paper, our analysis can be easily extended to include addi- 
tional leakage components. 

In the subsequent sections, we model each type of leakage sepa- 
rately. We express bath types of leakage current as a product of the 
nominal value and a multiplicative function that represents the devia- 
tion from the nominal due to process variability. 

lirokuge = 5iom,nul.nw, (EQ 2) 
where P is the process parameter that affects the leakage current Ileok. 

y s ~  In general, f is a non-linear function. Since estimation methods 
based directly on BSIM models [IO] are often overly complex, we use 
carefully chosen empirical equations in our analysis to provide both 
efficiency and accuracy. 

We further decompose parameter P into two components: 

" = A P g l o b a l + A P l o c o l ~  (EQ 3) 
where APslobol models the global (die-to-die or inter-die) process varia- 
tions while APloc,,l represents the local (within-die or intra-die) process 
variations. In a typical manufacturing process, both APgIobal and AP1@ 

are generally modeled as independent normal random variables 
making AP also a normal random variable. Since we are only dealing 
with the deviation from nominal, A€' is a zero mean variable. If P is the 
effective channel length, then APIocOl is the so-called Across Chip 
Length Variations (ACLV). For simplicity of notation, we let AP.I~. 

boi=pg and ~ i o c . i = p ~  

2.1 Subthreshold Leakage 
Subthreshold leakage current (Isub) refers to the source-to-drain cur- 

rent when the transistor has been turned "off. As is well known, I,,b 

has an exponential relationship with the threshold voltage Vch of the 
device as shown helow in EQ4. 

(EQ 4) 
For the 0 . 1 3 ~  technology node, even small variations in Vrh can result 
in leakage numbers that differ by 5-IOX from the nominal value. 

Threshold voltage is a technology-dependent variable that must be 
expressed as a function of a number of parameters. The standard 
BSIM4 description [IO] expresses V,  as a h c t i o n  of several process 
parameters including effective channel length (Le$, doping concentra- 
tion (NrUb), and oxide thickess (T,). Among these parameters, the 
variation in Leffhas the greatest impact as noted in [E]. A second order, 
but still significant portion of the variation in Vth occurs due to fluctua- 
tions in doping concentration that result in different values of the flat 
band voltage Vfi for different transistors on the chip [3]. Finally, oxide 
thickness is a fairly well-controlled process parameter and does not 
influence subthreshold leakage significantly. In our approach we model 
ALeffand AV,,,,, as independent normal random variables since they 
are independent physical parameters. The variation in Vth is expressed 
as an algebraic sum of two terms: 

I .  /(Me$ = the variation in effective channel length of the device 

2 .  A A F h ,  Nsub) =the variation in Vth due to doping concentration 

/(AY,/,) 
'd = ' " o " + d e  

/ ( A V l h )  = NAL, f l )+ t f (AV,h ,Ns ,b )  (EQ 5 )  
While there is a minor dependency between these functions, the 
amount of error introduced as a result of this independence assumption 
was found to be negligible. 

Previously, leakage was modeled as a single exponential function of 
the effective channel length [6], but as the authors show in [SI a poly- 
nomial exponential model is much more accurate in capturing the 
dependence of leakage on effective channel length. Hence, we use a 
quadratic exponential model to express/&$ On the other hand, for 
l(AV,h,Ns,b) we determined from circuit simulations that a linear expo- 
nential model is sufficient. For simplicity of notation, let A L e f L  and 
AV,h,"b=K Using this we c" rewite E Q 4  

(EQ 6 )  
I 

L ++2+ <,V 

-[ I 
'sub = ' s u b , n o K e  

Here, c I ,  c2, cj, are fitting parameters and I,,b,nom is the subthreshold 
leakage of the device in the absence of any variability. The negative 
sign in the exponent is indicative of the fact that transistors with shorter 
channel lengths and lower threshold voltage produce higher leakage 
current. 

Using EQ3 we decompose L and V into local (Ll, VI) and global (LE, 
V . )  components and we write the IJUb equation as follows: 

Isub is the subthreshold leakage of a single device with unit width. The 
mapping from c; to A.; (for i=1,2,3) is given by h;=gci where 
w = 1 / ( 1 + 2 c * L g )  . 

To calculate the total subthreshold leakage for a chip we need to add 
the leakages device-by-device, considering that each device has unique 
random variables LI and VI, while sharing the same random variables 
Ls and Vg with all other devices. We first focus on the Variability in 
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local process parameters L1 and V,, assuming that Lg and Vg are fixed 
values. EQ7 suggests the well-known fact that the subthreshold leakage 
distribution of a single transistor has a lognormal distribution. The total 
subthreshold leakage is then a sum of all these individual dependent 
lognormals and if the number of lognormals is large enough, the vari- 
ance of their sum approaches zero. Consequently, we use the Central 
Limit Theorem [ l  I ]  to approximate the distribution of this sum of log- 
normals by a single number - the mean of the distribution. Modem 
CMOS designs contain millions of devices that are distributed over a 
relatively large area on the chip. Thus, we can substitute the sum of 
leakages over all devices with the mean value of I,,b over the complete 
range of Lp  This mean value is a simple scaling factor that describes 
the relation between ISub and L,. Local variations are often spatially 
correlated, meaning that device that arc posititioned close together 
have positive correlation. However, as long as there are sufficient inde- 
pendent regions on a die (as is typically the case) the Central Limit 
Theorem can be applied. We use a similar method to calculate the scal- 
ing factor for the local variability of each process parameter. 

To calculate the scaling factor, we need to find an exact expression 
for the expected value (mean) of I,,, by considering it as a function of 
the two (independent) random variables (VI,  LI). We write a double 
integral to calculate the mean: 

In this equation, the terms containing Lg and Vg are constant for a given 
chip. The above integrals can he solved in closed-form and result in the 
expressions given in E921 and EQ23 of the Appendix. We obtain ISub - E[Ixub] = SLSvILg, vs where SL, Sv are scale facton introduced due to 
local variability in L and P! Irs vg corresponds to the subthreshold leak- 
age as a function of global variations. 

1mb5E[1sub1 = sL.sY-lLg.Vg 

EQ9 provides the average value of subthreshold leakage for a unit 
width device. To compute the total chip subthreshold leakage, we need 
to perform a weighted sum of the leakages of all devices by consider- 
ing the device widths to be the weights. For complex gates (transistor 
stacks, registers), a scale factor (k)  model [6] is used to predict the 
effect of the total device width. 

Here the term I( wd/k).ILg, vz represents the chip level subthreshold 

leakage as a function of the global process parameters (Lg, Vg). 
d 

2.2 Gate Leakage 
When the oxide thickness of a device is reduced there is an increase 

in the amount of carriers that can tunnel through the gate oxide. This 
phenomenon leads to the presence of gate leakage current (I,,,,,) 
between the gate and substrate as well as the gate and channel. Iga,e is 
linearly dependent on the area of the device and has a highly exponen- 
tial relationship with the oxide thickness (T,). Since the variation in 
T, has by far the greatest impact on gate leakage, we model Igan as: 

From circuit simulations, we found that it is sufficient to express 
/(AT,) as a simple linear function. A suitable value for a single parani- 
eter PI efficiently captures the highly exponential relationship. Let 
AT,=T and using EQ3, we again decompose T into global (Tg)  and 
local (TI )  components. 

is the gate leakage current of a single device with unit width. 
Ignre,nom is the nominal gate leakage and both Tg and T, are zero mean 
random variables. We see that the relationship between Igare and TI is 
similar to the single exponential relationship between ISub and VI. Sim- 
ilar to S ,  we compute the scale factor STdue to Ti: 

$,,,=E[lg&l = +ITg 

Based on the widths of the devices, the chip level yate leakage can be 
calculated in a similar manner as the subthreshold leakage: 

2.3 Total Leakage 
The total leakage is the sum of the subthreshold and gate leakage 

currents of all the devices. In EQlO and EQ14 we note that I,,,, and 
ITg are shared by all the devices on the chip. Hence we can write the 
equation for total chip leakage as: 

This equation can be used to calculate the total leakage for different 
types of devices such as NMOSPMOS and lowihigh-V* transistors. 
The differences will be in the fining parameters and the scale factor k. 
The sum total over all devices gives the total leakage of the chip. 

3 Yield Analysis 
Traditional parametric yield analysis of high-performance integrated 

circuits is done using the frequency (or speed) binning method [12]. 
For a given lot, each chip is characterized according to its operating 
frequency and figuratively placed in a particular bin according to this 
value. As was illustrated in Figure 1, due to the inverse correlation 
between leakage and circuit delay chips in the "fast" comer produce 
vast amounts of leakage current compared to the other chips. In current 
technologies this is a major concern since a significant number of these 
chips leak more than the acceptable value and must be discarded [13]. 
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Thus, parametric yield loss is exacerbated since dies are lost at both the 
low and high speed bins, further narrowing the acceptable process win- 
dow. 

In this section we describe a method to calculate the yield of a lot 
when both frequency and Power limits are imposed. We first show that 
chip frequency IS most strongly influenced by global gate length vari- 
ability and hence, as is standard industry practice, each frequency bin 
corresponds to a specific value of Lg. We then compute the yield due to 
the imposed leakage limit on a bin-by-bin basis. 

3.1 Frequency Dependence on Process Parameters 
In principle processor frequency depends on many process parame- 

ters, such as gate length. doping concentration, and oxide thickness. 
However, we demonstrate from SPICE simulations that circuit delay is 
primarily impacted by gate length variations. For this purpose, we sim- 
ulated a 17-stage ring oscillator for different process conditions using 
the BFTM lOOnm process technology as shown in Figure 2. At this 
point, we restrict our analysis to the delay impact of global variations. 
Although local variations also impact the circuit delay, their effect 
tends to average out over a circuit path which lessens the impact as 
compared to global variations [14]. The impact of local variations will 
he considered in fumre extensions ofthis work. From the plot in Figure 
2, we see that variations in LE significantly influence the delay of the 
ring oscillator (ahout * 15%). Variations in Tp and V, have little 01 no 
impact on the delay and thus can be ignored. This is consistent with 

between frequency bins and specific gate length values. 

3.2 Yield Estimate Computation EQ22 in the Appendix is then used to obtain the mean and variance 
We now discuss the method to Mmpute the expected yield for a Par- (pN,,tat, of the normal random variable corresponding to this 

ticular frequency bin based on an imposed leakage limit. For a particu- lognormal, F~~~ these values, we can express the PDF of the total 
lar bin, the value of L, is available and using the expressions for I L ~ , v ~  lekage using the standard express,on for the PDF o f a  lognormal 
(EQ9) and IT* (EQ13) we rewrite the equation for total chip leakage dom variable. 

expressed this equation in temls of the new constants k, and kp The 
values fork, and kt are generally expressed in terms of ovg and oTg A,  
represents the total chip subtpeshold leakage at a value of Lg and 
includes the scale factors due to the local variability. Similarly, Ap rep- 
resents the total chip gate leakage at a given value of Lg. However, 
since is independent ofLg, A,  is not influenced by changes in the 
value of Lg. In a plot of total leakage vs. Le we first compute A ,  and Ag 
at particular values of Lg and then calculate the distribution of IIot at 
each of these points. 

For every device type, I,, ;is the sum of two lognormal variables 
each of which represents a type of leakage current. By our formulation 
there is no parameter that affects both these terms simultaneously. 
Thus, we can consider these terms as independent random variables. 
We model the sum of this pair of lognormals as another lognormal ran- 
dom variable. Using the indepzndence condition, we set the sums of 
the means and variances to be equal to the mean and variance of the 
new lognormal. From EQ21 inrhe Appendix we get: 

= , A  + x 2  

- L N ( ' o g ( A ~ J , ( ~ ~ g / k ~ J 2 J  x 2 - L N ( 1 0 g ( A g ) . ( o ~ ~ g / k ~ ) 2 )  

pItor = = . . [ l . g ( A . J + t ~ ) 2 ] + - p [ l n p ( . . , . i . ~ ) 2 ]  

(EQ 17) 

exp[2log(A,) +@TI. [exp(m;/k?J- I 1  + 

exp 2log(A )+ 4 I e x p ( ~ ~ ~ / k ~ J - l l  

2 current practices where a one-to-one correspondence is often assumed ~ l l 0 i  = 

[ 8 r:l2I, 
~0 

EQI5 as follows: 

Finally, to obtain exact yield estimates we require the quantile num- 
bers for the lognormal distribution described by I,,, i.e., the confidence 
points of lIot that correspond to the specified leakage limit. Since the 

and exponential function that relates L N ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  alto?) with ~ ( p ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  

Ag = ( ~ " d ) - ' T ~ ' p m , n o m  

k, = -(cl/c,J k ,  = - D l  
d 

Here we simplified the notation for the fitting 

,/ 

I , . ,  , , , . ,  , * * 1 (I I * 1 
sigma V ~ i o n  

Figure 2. Comparison of the relative contribution of parameter 
variations on ring oscillator delay 

aN,lto:) is a monotone increasing function, the quantiles of the normal 
random variable are mapped directly to the quantiles of the lognormal 
random variable. Using this fact, we can write the expression for the 
CDF of a lognoml  variable: 

Here e f i  is the error function. By setting F,() to a panicular confi- 
dence point on the normal distribution, we can obtain the correspond- 
ing value on the lognormal distribution (see Table 1). In Table 1 the 0- 
sigma point corresponds to the median ofthe distribution 

Conversely, if we are given a limit for Ita,, we can use EQ19 to com- 
pute CDF(I,,J and determine the number of chips that meet the leakage 
limit in a particular performance bin. Thus, in a given frequency bin 
and for a given leakage limit, [CDF(IIO,)*100]% is the fraction of chips 
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that meet both the speed and power criteria. Hence, by repeating this 
computation for each frequency bin that meets the frequency specifica- 
tion, the total percentage of chips that meet both the leakage and per- 
formance constraints can be found. 

4 Results 
In this section we use our analytical method from the previous sec- 

tion to predict the yield of a lot. Our circuit of choice is a fairly large 
64-hit adder written for the Alpha architecture. We assume that all dies 
in the lot consist of this circuit and a small ring oscillator circuit is used 
to characterize the frequency of the chip with the variation in Lr We 
use the IOOnm (L,j=hOnm) Berkeley Predictive Technology model [4] 
for OUI SPICE Monte Carlo simulations. We also employ a gate leak- 
age model based on the BSIM4 equations [IO]. The variability numbers 
for ALe8 and AT, are based on estimates obtained from an 
industrial 90nm process. 

We first present a quantitative comparison between SPICE data and 
our analytical method. In Table 2 we consider three cases (a) No vari- 
ability in any parameter (b) Only die-to-die variability and (c) Both 
within-die and die-to-die variability in all three parameters. The middle 
three columns correspond to the sigma variation values corresponding 
to each parameter. Thus, for the case when both types of variability are 
present, the global variability values for all three parameters are set to - 
lo from the nominal while the local variability is set to be 230, We see 
from this table that for all the cases the difference between the experi- 
mental data and the analytical expressions is less than 5%. Further, we 
note that the presence of local variability increases the amount of total 
chip leakage by about 15%. 

Figure 3 gives the scatter plot for 2000 samples of the total circuit 
leakage generated using SPICE. The y-axis in the plot has been nor- 
malized to the sample mean of the leakage currents. We see that for a 
230 variation in L, there is a 14X spread in the leakage. Additionally, 
for a given L,, there is a wide "local" distribution in leakage. For 
instance, given L, = 00, the normalized value of total circuit leakage is 
between 0.5 and 1.7. In EQ16, we observe that even for small values of 
(VkJ and (TAl), the exponential terms increase rapidly and contribute 
a larger portion to the total leakage value. As a result, the distribution 
in Vg and Tg (for each value of Lg), produces a hand-like curve for the 
scatter plot of total circuit leakage (instead of a single curve). This is 
significant since for a given value of L, (and hence a given operating 
frequency), a large portion of the chips may be about 3X the nominal 
leakage value. A chip that operates at an acceptable frequency may still 

Table 2. Comparison of experimental and analytical data 

Scatter  Plot  o f  Tota l  C i r c v i l  Laakage  

Figure 3. Scatter plot showing the distribution of the total 
circuit leakage 

have to be discarded because the variability i n  Vp' Tgpushes its leakage 
consumption over the tolerable limit. Thus, we see that the secondlry 
variations Ve T, play a major role in determining the yield of a lot. 

In Figure 4 we superimpose the analytically computed sigma con- 
tour lines on top of the same leakage scatter plot. For each value of LP 
we calculate uN,ItoJ and then use Table I to construct the con- 
tour lines. From the plot we see that there are a fair number of samples 
"outside" the I O  range. This is especially true for gate lengths close to 
the nominal. For shoIter channel lengths, since the contour value is 
quite large there are only a small number of chips outside this range. 
For larger channel lengths, since the absolute value of the leakage is 
quite small, there are practically no chips outside the 20 range. 

We now present an example calculation for the yield. For the lot pre- 
sented here, we impose a frequency limit of +la and a normalized 
power limit (PI,) of 1.75. This is indicated in Figure 5 .  Further, the 
frequency bins are specified to be at the L, n-sigma boundaries. First, 
we see that due to the performance (frequency) limit all chips that oper- 
ate at frequencies smaller than the +lo value are discarded. As we can 
see from the plot, although all of these chips meel the power criteria 
they are discarded since they are "too slow". Next, we proceed bin-by- 
bin and calculate the yield for each bin. To illustrate the yield computa- 
tion, we present the numbers for only the cases when L, = [-30,- 
20, ...,+ ID]. For each such L,, we calculate the CDF values using 
EQ16-EQ19. [CDF(I,,,)*lOO]% is the number of good chips that sat- 
isfy both the power and performance criteria. Table 3 summarizes these 
CDF numbers for three different values of Prim. 

Slpma L,= OlObl l  L_Yarlation 

Figure 4. Scatter plot of total circuit leakage mtb the 
sigma contour lines added 
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Figure 5. Scatter plat with power and performance 
limits spoeltied 

Traditional parametric yield analysis does not consider power as a 
criterion and hence overestimates the number of chips that are actually 
goodsellable. For instance, ifPIim=1.75, we see from Tahle 3 that for 
Lg=-20 only 72.6% of the chips meet the power criterion. Thus, even if 
the chip designer budgets for 1.75 times the nominal leakage power, 
there is a loss of 27.4% of the chips operating in the fast comer. Fnr- 
thermore, even for the nominal value of Lg=Oa, about 2.5% of the 
chips are lost since they lie outside the power limit. While a typical fre- 
quency binning method would predict that 100% of the chips with LE=- 
20 are good, our method captures the fact that over 25% cannot be 
marketed under a leakage limit of 1.75. This is particularly important 
since fast bin devices are highly profitable. We find that our approach 
always predicts a lower yield percentage compared to the method that 
assumes independence of the limiting factors of power and perfor- 
mance. By presetving the correlation between frequency and leakage 
we are able to obtain more accurate estimates for the yield. 

5 Conclusions 
In this paper we presented an analytical framework that provides a 

closed-form expression for the total chip leakage current as a function 
of relevant process parameters. Separate scaling factors (associated 
with each parameter) express the effects of local variability. Using this 
expression we estimate the yield of a lot when both power and perfor- 
mance constraints are imposed. We presented an example calculation 
for yield that shows the compounded loss that occurs due to chips that 
operate at low frequencies as well as chips that produce excessive 
amounts of leakage. Our method exemplifies the need to consider both 
limiters when calculating the yield of a lot. 

6 Appendix 
Given a Normal (Gaussian) random variable X-N(p,,a:), the PDF 

o f X  is given by [ I l l :  

-(x/nl1 , 
The function Y = g(x) = c is a Lognormal random variable. 

Table 3. Yield for different values afP,[,,, and LB 

Using the values for (p,,5:) we can express the mean and variance of 
Y in closed form. 

Conversely, given the values for the mean and variance of the Lognor- 
mal random variable (b5,"), we can compute the mean and variance 

of the corresponding Normal random variable to obtain (pX,5:), (We 
have normalized Y by setting a, = - 1 ) .  

where X i s  a zero For the random variable z = h(X) = LI 

mean normal random variable, it is possible to obtain closed-form 
expressions for the mean and variance. 

- [ ( x + a 2 3 / 9 ]  

0: = E[.?] - pi 
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